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Part 1: Tubulin evolution



?

Tubulin-like proteins Phylogenetic Tree: is the Odin-tubulin a missing link from filaments 
to MT?



Amino acids conserved region comparison reveals the bona fide tubulin 
specific sites

Bacterial tubulin Eukaryotic tubulin FtsZ

FtsZ vs Bactub vs Tub
Bactub vs Tub



dimerization site GTPase loop MT harpoon

The “dimerization site” and “MT harpoon” region - hypothetical signs of MT 
formation?

FtsZ

bacteria

eukaryotes



Can “Odin tubulin” make microtubules?

dimerization site GTPase loop MT harpoon

Maybe..
Why not?



Part 2: 
Intra- and inter-dimer 

interfaces of eukaryotic and 
bacterial tubulins 



Structural alignment of bacterial and eukaryotic tubulin dimers reveals 
different arrangement

What is going on?



Comparison of αBtubulin and BtubAB dimers
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Simulation box



28-nanoseconds-long simulation of bacterial tubulin predicts dimer elongation 
(‘extention of intr-dimer interface) but no bending

trajectory of the center of 
mass of Btub B subunit
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Eukaryotic inter-dimer interface and bacterial intra-dimer interfaces have 
similar ‘compaction-extension’ conformational change
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Eukaryotes: Inter-dimer interface 
becomes compact after GTP hydrolysis

Bacteria: Intra-dimer interface becomes 
compact when incorporated into mini-
microtubule

in the mini-microtubule
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[Alushin et al., Cell 2014]



Part 3: Sequence 
conservation and structure 

of bacterial tubulin tails



Alignment of btubA amino seq revealed a 38-
amino acids tail



Bacterial tubulin A has a long tail with a 
conservative sequence at the C-terminal



Bacterial tubulin A has a long tail with a 
conservative sequence at the C-terminal



Molecular dynamics of BtubAB: it moves!!!

The movie in 
PyMOL, illustrating 

28 ns 
of the 

conformational 
changes in protein 

structure, was 
obtained by 

GROMACS. The 
tail belongs to the 

A-chain of 
bacterial tubilin



28 ns

0 ns

Tubulin tail becomes progressively more compact
during the simulation process

The graph made using coordinates of two atoms: the last a-carbon 
(ALA-435) in non-tail region and penultimate one (ARG-473) of the tail



Conclusions

1) We found two regions, which are similar between tubulins that can form
microtubules and different to FtsZ, which cannot form microtubules.

2) We identified CetZ from Odinarchaeota as a potential common ancestor of
btubAB and eukaryotic tubulins. We predict that it might form mini-microtubules

3) Bacteria have swapped places of A and B monomer in a dimer, compared to
eukaryotic tubulin. This is confirmed by bioinformatics and molecular dynamics
analysis of properties of bacterial tubulin dimers.

4) Bacterial tubulin A has a long tail with a conservative sequence at the C-terminal,
which adopts a compacted configuration in molecular dynamics simulations.


